STEP 1. Privacy screen bracket with wire management gap. Prepare gap brackets by sliding the screen pad inside the bracket and attaching the worksurface pad (use with 1” thick worksurfaces only).

STEP 2. Pair of brackets are provided, for each privacy screen. NOTE: Worksurface pads insert applicable for installation onto 1” thick worksurfaces only. Remove insert for installations onto 1 3/16” thick worksurfaces.

STEP 3A. Align the brackets on each side of the privacy screen. Insure the brackets are leveled.

STEP 3B. Slide brackets onto the privacy screen.
STEP 3C. Secure the brackets by tightening the screen securing screws.

STEP 4. Slide the privacy screen to the worksurface.

STEP 5. Secure privacy screen with brackets to worksurface with (3) screws on each bracket.

STEP 6. Finished installation of the privacy screen with wire management gap.

WORKSURFACE PAD INSERT
FOR INSTALLATION ON 1”
THICK WORKSURFACES ONLY